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BE ONE !
“Shaping a better future”
CHANGE MAKERS
B1-AKT enables a network of global shapers, driving dialogue, action and
implementing change.
We are passionate change makers and our actions are based on collective
Intelligence and collaborations worldwide.
We bring together diverse stakeholders that represent refugee communities,
(civil society), academic institutions, private and state institutions, entrepreneurs
and investors who are co-creating an enabling environment to develop tangible
and sustainable solutions, responding to multidimensional challenges,
helping in effect to build more inclusive communities.

Our Values
Humanism// social entrepreneurship and sustainability//hybrid identity// global
citizenship// intercultural dialogue// transnational framework //Innovation

Our Mission
Implement sustainable development and sustainable solutions, create long-term,
global change,
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Think Tank & Influence
BE ONE-The Power to ACT

Enabling Sustainable Politics
We like being thinkers, but we are thinkers with a purpose and that purpose is to
show not only that there is a pathway to sustainable development but that no other
outcome is acceptable. A think tank cannot afford simply to direct its products at a
vague community of mildly-interested people. All of our products must have a target
and reaching that target must result in positive change.
They must remind the policy community to focus on the long-term goal of
sustainable development that we supposedly all share but that in reality we regularly
betray. It is what our mission dictates. Our think-thank is independent and nonpartisan. We facilitate a participatory visioning process through having formalized
and institutionalized mechanisms for the different stakeholders to cooperate, codecide, and co-create.

An Innovative method
We are using innovative tools, methods, and systems to solicit public feedback,
offering French People more opportunities to participate in policy making while
providing government with the benefits of their collective expertise and information.
Openness strengthens our democracy and promotes honesty, efficiency, and
effectiveness in government.
Our team of deep thinkers are creating Effective Ministerial Teams and we help
make government more effective.
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We carry out research, look into the big governance challenges of the day and find
ways to help government improve re-think and sometimes see things differently. We
offer unique insights and advice from experienced people who know what it’s like to
be inside government and we provide inspirational learning and development for
very senior policy makers.
We do this through seminars, workshops, talks or interesting connections that
invigorate and provide fresh ideas.
We discuss the challenges of making government work, and where they can seek
and exchange practical insights from the leading thinkers, practitioners, public
servants, academics and opinion formers.

PRACTICAL RECOMMENDATIONS
Our aim is to challenge conventional thinking and generate debate where
appropriate. Our think thank disseminates its findings and practical
recommendations through a wide range of workshops and seminars.
As well as improving institutions and processes we run personalised learning and
development programmes for special advisers, new MPs and shadow cabinet
members. The programmes include group sessions, expert seminars and individual
mentoring.
We facilitate a participatory visioning process through having formalized and
institutionalized mechanisms for the different stakeholders to cooperate, co-decide,
and co-create.
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Projects &
Transnational Cooperation
Going Beyond borders

•

Migrant Integration Lab: Sustainable Migrant Integration European Device for
holistic Integration

•

Ment project: Migrants Entrepreneurs team up with mentors

•

The 40 + project-Game changers: Tackle social age, gender stereotypes and
Inequality / Social Entrepreneurship

•

Unesco Academy for young Women: The fight against xenophobia,extremism
and agression

•

Project Together: Change Makers Community & Leading Mentorship, co-creating
the Future

•

Create-Seven : Community of Leaders Exploring the need of new Leadership to
create more sustainable society

•

The Wep-Global : Empowering Women as social Entrepreneurs –mentorship &
Incubation

•

Tackle Fuel Poverty: Empowering & incubating Change makers

•

IP Cultural Appropriation Initiative : Sustainable Fashion & Innovative Block
chains

•

Heart to Mind Network – Collaborate with inspired and progressive thought
leaders

•

Crafting for Change-When Social Design becomes tool of Integration

•

Link art Project –Art as medium of expression for Migration Issues
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Global Sustainable Leaders network
Connecting Global Sustainable Leaders
“GSL is AN UNPARALLELED NETWORK FOR GLOBAL SUSTAINABLE LEADERSHIP”
Global Sustainable Leaders Network provides innovative sustainable solutions for
world's pressing problems and crisis.
We are committed in innovation, sustainable academic Learning and
entrepreneurship, as cornerstones of impact activity. At the Global Sustainable
Leaders we work with individuals and organizations with the desire and potential to
address critical global challenges.
We develop new generations of effective and ethical leaders who are able and
driven to comprehend complexity, reflect cultural and political nuance, and engage
as responsible global citizens in anticipating and confronting the world's most
pressing problems.
Our sustainable social and business models are creating a larger awareness and
social Impact.

We:
•

Promote International Development

•

Develop Sustainable Leadership by means of Programs and Trainings, Labs and
Sustainable Learning

•

Promote cooperation with other countries
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We raise awareness about the actions carried out at local, national and
international levels by institutions and governments in favor of innovation, dialogue,
understanding and cooperation among peoples, cultures and religions and also act
by implementing social and societal projects.
With a strong practical orientation, our models and frameworks have been
developed from observations of best practice organizations based in different parts
of the world.
However, the principles of our sustainable leadership initiave are also well supported
by evidence gathered by an international network of affiliated university
collaborators, including masters and doctoral research students.
Our specificity:
We empower a diverse pipeline of young people growing up in low-income
communities to access educational opportunities that prepare them to be
change agents for themselves, their families and their communities.

http://www.globalsustainableleaders.org
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Global Citizenship & Sustainable
communities
Philanthropic innovation
Our commitment is to do what we can do, help our clients to do what they can do,
and support a global cause that can inspire us all to do even more.
The company’s most important global philanthropic initiative is our Intercultural
Festival « La nuit des arts et des mondes». The mission of our Intercultural
Festival “La nuit des arts et des mondes” is to promote inclusion and to enhance
the cultural heritage by highlighting the people and cultures that make up our
community. We respect and promote the UNESCO diversity Chart and values.
We celebrate all cultures’ uniqueness and value, in order to promote greater
personal understanding across ethnic and racial lines. The festival offers an
assortment of entertaining activities to the public for people of all ages, and from all
walks of life.
Our Intercultural Festival is a completely non-profit organization event
dedicated to celebrating the diversity and includes unique performances,
authentic food, games, children’s activities, carnival rides, an art exhibition, cultural
displays and much more.
We host this event each year as a way to recognize the ways in which we are all
diverse. Intercultural Festival recognizes that culture represents a spectrum of traits
in people that are not only confined to ethnicity.
This festival is a way to recognize how we all belong to a culture and that we
should celebrate it. We want our guests to enjoy art, good food, music, dance,
displays, talks and most of all, we want them to walk away having learned something
new about a culture different from their own experiences.
More on: www.artsetmondes.com

